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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Excavate a trench for the UF supply line cable or conduit and the Landscape LightPost. The Landscape LightPost requires approximately one (1) 
square foot hole to facilitate installation.

2. Remove the LightPost Cap from the top of the Landscape LightPost by “backing out” the hex head screw counterclockwise.
3. Feed the luminaire’s black, white, and ground wires through one end of the 1/2-inch nipple (not supplied). Then feed the luminaire’s wires 

through the top of the LightPost Cap.
4. Thread and hand tighten the 1/2-inch nipple into the top of the LightPost Cap. The luminaire should now be firmly attached to the LightPost 

Cap with the luminaire’s wires fed completely through the LightPost Cap.
5. Feed the incoming UF supply line cable or conduit through the slanted bottom of the Landscape LightPost. If you are wiring multiple luminaires in 

series, make sure you also pull the second (continuing) supply wire through the Landscape LightPost. Connect the supply wires to the luminaire’s 
wires using the appropriate size wire nuts.

6. Push all wires back into the Landscape LightPost. Then push the luminaire and LightPost Cap into the top of the Landscape LightPost until 
firmly seated. Secure the luminaire and LightPost Cap to the top of the Landscape LightPost by turning the hex head set screw clockwise.

7. Place the now wired Landscape LightPost into the excavated trench and position to the desired height. If you are wiring multiple luminaires, 
adjust the incoming and outgoing supply wires or conduit at the bottom of the Landscape LightPost so the wires or conduit do not bind.
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Landscape LightPost™
Part Numbers: LLPN25B (LightPost) and E04-002-004 (LightPost Cap)

NOTE: The Landscape LightPost complies with the 2017 National Electrical Code: Article 314.15. 
NOTE: The Landscape LightPost should be used with a UL listed luminaire with a grounding means suitable for use in wet locations, provided with a 1/2-inch trade size conduit nipple.

CAUTION
Risk of  
Electric 
Shock

• TO BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN 
• WARNING: ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
• MAKE SURE THAT THE POWER IS “OFF” AT THE CIRCUIT BREAKER BEFORE PROCEEDING


